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Best tips for marvel contest of champions
How to Take a Screenshot. Get a Streak in New Arenas On who to use mutant gem R4-R5? Who should be my next 5* r4? Odishika Vs Grandmaster Round 2 is a question up (I'm bad) Is this Rank-up Worth It? Which 6* cosmic to use the r2 gem How to make the endless strip in the new arenas? Which 5* to grade 5?
Havok imiw hb or sparks The most difficult decision of up rank is still P2099 in 5 * is it worth investment? Six Star Rank 1->2 Gem Dilemma Using for Void in 7.2.5? Looks like you're new here. If you want to participate, click one of these buttons! Categories Recent Activities Best... If you're new to Marvel's game: Contest
of Champions. You will find the tips here super important for you. Following all these guidelines and tips, you will win the game in no time. 1. Take advantage of the Class 2. Bonus How to get more heroes 3. Concentrate the highest heroes of Star 4. Never sell your heroes 5. Fight Arena Battles All the time 6. Focus on
Story Quests First 7. Taking advantage of synergy 8. Effective combat strategy 9. HP and Potion 1. Storage Tips Take advantage of the class bonus The class bonus in play gives the advantage side additional damage, as well as lower the disadvantage side with less damage. The class bonus chain is as follows:
Technology Skills > > Science > Mystic Cosmic > Skiing While you are building your team, make sure you bring a team with class advantage when the stages become more difficult. You can check the list of steps and enemies from our Marvel: Contest of Champions internship list. 2. How to get more heroes The game
offers you some ways to get more heroes on your roster team: Below is a quick descent of them: 1. Premium hero crystal Virtually spend 100 units for each shot to open a hero crystal. You have the chance to get heroes 2 ~ 4 stars with this method.is the best way for you to receive premium heroes in the game. you can
get free units when you complete the stage, and when you get 100%reward of completion on any stage. 2. Daily crystal You have the opportunity to receive heroes 1~3 stars with daily claim. However, the possibility of landing a three star is quite low. However, we have personally got a 3 star black panther from the daily
crystal draw. 3. Crystal of Arena When you win at Arena fighting, you will win arena chips that can be used to purchase the “real” crystal arena. You have a small chance to get a 4-star punisher with this method. 4. Arena Event Ranking Reward From time to time, the game offers special events that reward the best
players with strong heroes. Several events have different needs of hero roster. So make sure you increase your heroes to be eligible for those special prizes. 3. Concentrate the highest heroes of the star It can be trying to start upgrading your heroes when you start the game. Don't! Wait until you have a roster of 3 star
heroes and upgrade those. If you are stuck and really have to upgrade lower stellar heroes, start with 2 stars. Never spend your precious ISO-8 on the heroes 1 star, unless you have exhausted all the others before. Focus on upgrading your higher stellar heroes as they have greater potential. Higher rarity heroes usually
have stronger skills, better statistics, more synergies options. All in all, save your ISO-8. For detailed guides on leveling and ranking of your hero, as well as searching for information on catalyst requirements, please check Level up and Rank guide for Marvel: Contest of Champions. 4. Never sell your heroes Never sell
your lowest heroes ranked even if you have a higher rarity version of it. The reason is that they are counted apart when it comes to arena fighting. You can rotateall of them every day to get the maximum amount of crystal Arena. In addition, some arena events require having lower heroes classified by 3vs3 fights. Again,
never sell your heroes! 5. Fight Arena Battles All the time when you can, go through yourroster to get everything possible against crystals. Don't worry about losing your winning streak or just losing. As long as you have a chance to win, it's worth fighting for you. If you find yourself losing too much with the lowest tiered
heroes, consider leveling them a little to increase your chance. However, you should still focus on your higher rarities heroes to push through the missions before. 6. Focus on Story Quests First Your energy is limited. So, unless you really need to get the catalyst from the missions of events, focus first on the search for
history. The most advanced missions typically give you higher XP and more ISO-8, so you always want to go to the most difficult search chain you can manage. Receive free units when you complete a search chain the first time, as well as make a 100% exploration completion. This means that, always go for the
completion of 100% as you go ahead. You want to receive all free units that you can, to have a shot at higher rating heroes. 7. Taking advantage of Synergy Synergy Synergy is important for you to pass the most difficult steps in later acts. Synergy are bonuses when a combo set of heroes on your team. Bonuses vary
from health, attack, critical damage, and more. See our detailed guide for Marvel: Contest of Champions Synergy Guide. 8. Actual combat strategy attack First It is always better to attack first. Attacking first, it is better to shoot down the enemy HP. If the enemy blocks, then you get a couple of free shots that lower HP
enemy. If you get hit after the attack, then you get your special meter much faster at the cost of losing HP. In both cases, it is better to be on the offensive in the game. Finish your Combo After getting your first shot, always follow the sequencecomplete. It means that you do not go to the “defense” or “block” in the center.
In general, you will almost never lose by ending those attacks. If the enemy is blocking, you get the complete sequence, if ifin the center, they are more often than not to lose to your attack. Time Your specialties Your specials are the main methods of destroying damages against the enemy. Make sure to land those clean
specials, which means you find the best time to unleash the special without being stuck. In general, some of the good times include after finishing the combo, or in the middle of the enemy combo. Know the specialties of your hero Several heroes have different styles of combo. Some specials are ranged shots, 1 round
near ranged, or a series of hits. If you use specials incorrectly, it is very likely to hit the air and just waste those specials. So know what you are using before using them to get the maximum effect. The same applies to the special enemy as well. When they are fully charged, they expect them to use specials on you. It
means keeping an eye on him. It can be difficult to dodge or block those specials, but if you have an eye and fast finger, you can potentially pull out occasionally. Charge for hard attack after distance If the enemy AI has a good distance between you and him. Always “Call” for the heavy attack, wait for them to start
challenging you. If you do it well, your heavy blow blow blows them to the corner. you can kill without ever losing 1 single HP, moreover, you get more special counter with charge attack as well. Use your specialties often When a fight is over, you lose all the special meters, so it means that whenever you can. Use these
specials to finish enemies faster rather than drag out the batter with normal strokes. You'd rather use more special to store your HP. 9. HP and Potion conservation tips In search mode, HP of your hero leads through to the next enemy before finishing the search chain. You should never let your hero dieyou're not sure
you don't need it later. is much cheaper to oare potions on your heroes rather than use the object to relive. change your fighting style from aggressive to defensive when your hp hpto go down. Save your potions for the most difficult missions later, especially class missions or special missions to unlock the catalyst. Finally,
if your hero dies during the battle, you can fight the enemy again with their hp already weakened by your previous hero. hope all these marvels: contest of champions can solve some of your common questions for the game. I hope you can win and beat the game easily with our walkthrough guide! how to get better at
marvel contest of champions. what are the best champions in marvel contest of champions. is marvel contest of champions rigged
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